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Problem: 
Large size DiskOnChips take a long time to boot and use large amounts of low memory. 
  
Background: 
In general, the mount operations and table setup take a considerable amount of time and 
memory resources for high capacity DiskOnChips. 
  
Solution: 
To decrease the mount time and reduce memory usage, you can do two things: 
  

1. It is always recommended to use the ”/NOPNP” flag when using DFORMAT. This will 
bypass loading of a PNP header needed for specific non-PNP BIOS. With the use of this 
option, you should see boot time reductions of 50% to 90%. To use this parameter 
without deleting the info on the DiskOnChip, use the following command: 
(Click here to download the following version of DFORMAT and DOC514.EXB) 

  
DFORMAT /WIN:XXXX /S:DOC514.EXB /Y /NOFORMAT /NOPNP 

(Where XXXX is the address window of the DiskOnChip) 
  
Reboot 

  
2. If boot time is still long, you may consider using a special version of DFORMAT 

designed to partition the DiskOnChip into two partitions. To reduce the memory usage 
by the BIOS driver, you should format the DiskOnChip using the following syntax: 
(Click here to download the following version of DFORMAT and DOC514.EXB) 

  
DFORMAT /WIN:XXXX /S:DOC514.EXB /BDTLL0:64m /MOUNT1ST 

(Where XXXX is the address window of the DiskOnChip) 
  
Reboot 

  
The preceding example assumes you need 64MB for the OS image to boot. Smaller 
values of /BDTLL0 utilize less low memory during boot time. 
                        
The DiskOnChip will be structured as two disk partitions: 

Partition 1 = 64MB  
Partition 2 = Remaining capacity  

  
When booting into DOS, only the first disk will be visible (i.e., the DOC will appear as Drive C or 
Drive D depending on the other drives present in the system). The memory usage will be 
dramatically lower using this scheme. Copy your OS image into the smaller partition, and boot 
from it. The OS image should include a DiskOnChip driver for that OS. Once you boot this OS 
image, the driver within that image will override the BIOS driver, giving you access to both 
partitions. 
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